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It’s a bro-centric year for movies added to the prestigious
National Film Registry. Two of the most popular male-
bonding movies of all  time - “ Top Gun” and “ The

Shawshank Redemption” - are being added to the collection
of films preserved by the Library of Congress, the library
announced yesterday. They’ll be joined by an all-male quartet
that’s about to get an all-female reboot - the gang from
“Ghostbusters.” Each year, the library picks 25 movies to pre-
serve for their cultural, historic or artistic importance. The list
is always eclectic and, as usual, includes titles that are older,
experimental or otherwise obscure.

And then there are the crowd-pleasers. “The Shawshank
Redemption” is a mainstay atop the Internet Movie Database
poll of the top 250 movies of all time. Its exalted ranking - “The
Godfather” places second - is somewhat curious. “Shawshank,”
a deliberately paced, well-crafted prison drama about the
friendship between a wrongly convicted man (Tim Robbins)
and a savvy fellow inmate (Morgan Freeman), was considered
a box-office disappointment upon its 1994 release. It was the
first feature for director Frank Darabont, who adapted the
screenplay from a novella by Stephen King. Nominated for
seven Oscars, it won zero.

High-concept
But its popularity increased thanks to home video and

countless airings on cable television, where viewers came to
appreciate the elaborate plot, poignant score by Thomas
Newman and Freeman’s soothing voice-over narration. The
almost comically macho “Top Gun” (1986) was an instant
blockbuster and remains a cultural 1980s touchstone.
Applications to naval flight schools soared post-release, and it
elevated Tom Cruise to a new level of stardom. Its visual style,
from action maestro Tony Scott, helped influence a generation
of directors.

Two years before “Top Gun,” director Ivan Reitman’s
“Ghostbusters” was also a box-office smash, setting a standard
for high-concept, effects-driven comedy that was rarely dupli-
cated. Reitman’s gift was allowing improvisational comedians
including Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd and Rick Moranis to riff
their way through the movie’s ridiculous spectral set pieces.
“Making ‘Ghostbusters’ was one of the great joys of my life,”
Reitman said in a statement. “It’s an honor to know that a
movie that begins with a ghost in a library now has a spot on
the shelves of the Library of Congress.”

A new version of “Ghostbusters,” with a female spook-hunt-
ing crew led by Kristen Wiig and Melissa McCarthy, will be
released in July. The film registry, which began in 1989, now
includes 675 titles. The library works to ensure that original
35mm negatives will be preserved, either by the library itself
or another organization. The library maintains the negatives at
its vast audio-visual conservation center built inside a Cold
War-era bunker in Culpeper, Virginia. The oldest film added
this year dates to 1894. Known as the “Edison Kinetoscopic
Record of a Sneeze” or simply “The Sneeze,” the frames were

captured by W.K.L. Dickson, who led Thomas Edison’s inventor
team. Still images were published by Harper’s magazine, but it
wasn’t seen as a movie until 1953.

Motion pictures
Another quirky artifact is “The Story of Menstruation,” an

educational filmstrip sponsored by tampon maker Kimberly-
Clark and produced by the Walt Disney Co. Seen by approxi-
mately 93 million American women from its 1946 debut until
the late 1960s, it was noted for its progressive, science-based
approach. With the advent of sound in motion pictures,
Hollywood studios began shooting Spanish-language ver-
sions of some titles, and “Dracula” (1931) is one example. Shot
at night by a different crew on the same sets used for the
English-language “Dracula” starring Bela Lugosi, the Spanish
version is considered by some to be superior.

Other titles selected for preservation include the ambitious
Peter Sellers comedy “Being There” (1979); “Black and Tan”
(1929), a short musical starring Duke Ellington; director
Douglas Sirk’s lush tearjerker “Imitation of Life” (1959); “The
Mark of Zorro” (1920), a silent swashbuckler starring Douglas
Fairbanks; “Portrait of Jason” (1967), a groundbreaking study
of a gay hustler; and “Winchester ‘73” (1950), one of several
Westerns directed by Anthony Mann and starring James
Stewart. The most recent registry addition is the critically laud-
ed film noir “LA Confidential” (1997), bridesmaid to “Titanic” at
that year’s Oscars. The library has yet to select “Titanic” for
preservation. — AP

In this photo provided by Courtesy Castle Rock Entertainment via the Library of Congress, a scene from the movie
Shawshank Redemption, featuring inmates Red (Morgan Freeman), left, and Andy (Tim Robbins) share a quiet moment
in the prison yard at Shawshank. — AP photos

In this photo provided by Columbia Pictures via the Library of Congress, a scene from the movie Ghostbusters, featur-
ing, from left, Harold Ramis, Dan Aykroyd, Bill Murray and Ernie Hudson.

‘Top Gun,’ ‘Shawshank’ added to National Film Registry

On the stage of the Bolshoi Theater, the dancers were all
elegance and grace, leaping through the air and lifting
their partners with seemingly little effort. But up close

in a rehearsal hall a few days before the performance, prima
ballerina Maria Alexandrova and the other lead dancers were
emotional, quarrelsome and at times gasping for breath from
the sheer athleticism that ballet demands. This inner, turbu-
lent world of Moscow’s famed ballet company is the subject of
a new documentary film centered on a shocking 2013 acid
attack that nearly blinded the company’s artistic director and
sent a star dancer to prison.

“Bolshoi Babylon” explores the infighting and political
intrigue that culminated in the attack, including the extent of
Kremlin involvement in the state theater. But most of all, the
film celebrates the resilience of the dancers and the efforts by
the Bolshoi to heal and restore its reputation. The theater was
torn apart when artistic director Sergei Filin had acid thrown
in his face while returning home on a snowy January night
and a popular soloist was arrested on charges of organizing
the attack.

Special status
Pavel Dmitrichenko was found guilty after a bizarre trial

that often focused less on the crime than on Filin’s divisive
management of the ballet company and his casting decisions.
Among those to testify in Dmitrichenko’s defense was princi-
pal dancer Nikolai Tsiskaridze, who had been publicly critical
of the Bolshoi management and had been maneuvering to
take over the theater himself. He was fired in the aftermath of
the attack.

Alexandrova, the prima ballerina, said it was painful to
watch the company being split into camps. She said she
refused to take sides because it would have been inconceiv-
able to betray dancers she had known since they were all chil-
dren. “They were all my partners. I danced with all of them,

with Tsiskaridze, Filin and Dmitrichenko,” she said over a coffee
latte and fresh orange juice after a rehearsal. “We grew up
together.” What fascinated filmmakers was that each of the fig-
ures engaged in the power struggle within the Bolshoi had
powerful, rich and politically connected backers on the out-
side who wanted to influence the theater.

Russian society
The Bolshoi has a special status in Russia, where it is con-

sidered a national treasure and a symbol of Russian culture if
not of Russia itself. And as a state theater, it has close links to
the Kremlin. “It’s hard to imagine that in a theater as famous as
La Scala in Milan, for instance, you’d have the president or the
head of the government summoning the new director to his
office to discuss the theater. Or that you’d have ministers who
are behind the scenes kind of lobbying to try to make sure
that their candidate is the head of the ballet company,” said
Mark Franchetti, a veteran Moscow-based British journalist
who produced and co-directed the film. “That’s what the
Bolshoi is like.”

The film asks whether the Bolshoi is a mirror of Russian
society, where corruption flourishes. Bolshoi general director
Vladimir Urin, who was brought in after the attack, speaks
openly in the film about the need to curb government inter-
ference and make sure “the most talented dancer will dance.”
Franchetti said the emotional nature of some of the dancers
and the drama inside the theater also struck him as very
Russian. On the other hand, he said, he found the world of the
Bolshoi ballet to be “quite hermetically sealed,” inhabited by
250 dancers obsessed with their art.

“We live in a complex country, which puts its mark on
everything,” Alexandrova, who features in the film, said during
the interview. “And it’s a complex theater made up of beauti-
ful, strong, ambitious people with strong characters. We have
no other kind here.” In the week before Alexandrova was to

perform “A Legend of Love,” she and the four other lead
dancers ran through the full ballet in a rehearsal hall. Their
bodies glistened with sweat and their chests heaved from the
physical exertion. When a lift or combination was less than
perfect, tempers flared.

Incredible physicality
The film’s director, Nick Read, said it was this exertion and

emotion that impressed him the most. Ballet is usually shot
from a wide angle, but he decided to move in close to show
the dancers at work. “A lot of the material is there to eulogize
their incredible physicality and ability and determination and
dedication,” Read said, speaking from London. In contrast to
the dancers, Filin does not come off well in the film. “He’s a
very closed character, a very evasive and ultimately divisive
character,” Read said, noting that it was only when filming was
in its final stages that Filin agreed to be interviewed.

Filin describes managing the ballet company as emotional-
ly trying, thankless and “hellishly hard work.” He ends by say-
ing he regrets ever taking the job. After the filming was fin-
ished, the Bolshoi announced that Filin’s contract will not be
renewed when it expires in March. He will be replaced by
Makhar Vaziev, who directed the ballet at the Mariinsky
Theater in St Petersburg before moving to La Scala in 2009.
Alexandrova said she has great respect for Vaziev. “To leave
sunny, warm Italy, where everything is different - sunny, open
and calm - and to choose Russia, where nothing is calm. That’s
an extraordinary step,” she commented. “Bolshoi Babylon” airs
on HBO on Dec 21 at 9 pm EST. — AP

Scarlett Johansson
to star in comedy
‘Move That Body’

Sony Pictures is negotiating with Scarlett
Johansson to star in the R-rated comedy “Move
That Body.” Producers are Lucia Aniello and Paul

W Downs through their Paulilu banner with Matt
Tolmach and Dave Becky. Sony acquired the script by
Aniello and Downs in a bidding war this past summer.
Aniello (“Broad City”) is set to direct, while Downs is
attached to co-star. The script, which landed on the
Black List on Monday, centers on five friends renting a
beach house in Miami for a bachelorette weekend and
accidentally killing a male stripper.

Johansson will next be seen in the Coen brothers’
comedy “Hail, Caesar!” followed by Marvel’s “Captain
America: Civil War” and Disney’s “The Jungle Book.”
Tolmach’s background as a producer and Sony exec
includes R-rated comedies such as “The Other Guys,”
“Step Brothers,” “Pineapple Express” and “Superbad.”
Johansson is represented by CAA, LBI Entertainment
and attorney Kevin Yorn of Morris Yorn. The news was
first reported by The Wrap. — Reuters

Sony sets three writers
for ‘Barbie’ movie

Sony has set three scribes to pen three different scripts for
its “Barbie” movie, the studio’s take on the classic Mattel
toy. Sources tell Variety the studio is using the multitrack

strategy and has hired Bert Royal, Hilary Winston and Lindsey
Beer to each write their own scripts for the live-action feature.
With Sony already having dated the film for a June, 2017,
release, the studio had to try a different strategy after being
underwhelmed with the script Diablo Cody recently turned in.
Jenny Bicks had also penned a previous draft.

Laurie MacDonald and Walter F Parkes are producing the
project, along with Amy Pascal. Royal wrote the script for the
Emma Stone pic “Easy A.” He is repped by CAA, R.E.D. and
Hansen, Jacobson. Winston has written for various TV shows
including “Community,” “Happy Endings” and “Bad Teacher,”
which she also executive produced. She is repped by UTA, Rise
Management and Morris Yorn. Beer was part of the recent
“Transformers” writers’ room, which helped create the outline
for the future of the franchise and devised ways to expand it.
She is repped by WME. Deadline Hollywood first reported the
news. — Reuters

Dancers wait to perform in the choreography and staging by Vladimir Vasiliev, celebrat-
ing his 75th birthday anniversary in the Bolshoi Theater stage in Moscow, Russia. 

Maria Alexandrova, right, performs as Vladislav Lantratov and Marianna Ryzhkina, sec-
ond from left, look at her during a rehearsal. — AP photos

Bolshoi ballet film shows 
world of dance, Kremlin politics


